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Dynamic Rugs
A-432 
The Cullen collection is full of traditional rug styles that utilize 
shades of beige, brown and blue, allowing the rugs to blend 
with versatile décor styles. These rugs are made of 100% 
multi-colored space-dyed shrink polyester and are machine 
made in Turkey. Available in a variety of sizes. 

Fibreworks
C-589
Offering four new indoor/outdoor collections: Mondrian and 
Vincent, inspired by the Dutch artists; Pablo, inspired by the 
Spanish artist; and Warhol, inspired by the American artist. 
These collections are offered in six colorways and three pat-
terns that imitate the natural elements of earth. 

Global Views
A-153
The Art Rug is a digitally printed bamboo silk rug based on 
an original art piece by Creative Director George Sellers and 
designer Ely Sellers. Available in seven sizes ranching from 5x8 
to 12x18.

The Tiger Stripe rug gives a walk on the wild side with its tiger 
stripe pattern and construction blend of silk bamboo and cotton. 
Available in seven sizes ranching from 5x8 to 12x18. 

The Latitudes High Contrast Rug is inspired by geometric 
graphic designs making it a dramatic complement to the room. 
Made of 100% tufted and cut wool, the Latitudes High Contrast 
Rug is available in seven sizes ranching from 5x8 to 12x18.

Jaunty
A-455
Showcasing three new rugs: Athens in cloud, light and smoke; 
Capella in breeze and navy; and Nova in stone, light, fog, 
ocean, smoke and midnight.

Kalaty Rug Corp.
B-455
The company’s primary focus this market is on high-end hand-
knotted rugs that feature sophisticated designs in the latest 
designer color palettes. The company’s three newest hand-
knotted collections, Ambrose, Solano and Atelier, will be on 
display alongside additions to existing best-selling, traditional, 
transitional and contemporary abstract collections. 

The Ambrose collection includes several Oushak-inspired 
patterns in a variety of modern color palettes. It is also hand knot-
ted using a combination of hand-spun wool and Silkette yarns. 

The Solano collection is an eclectic collection of modern ab-
stracts as well as traditional inspirations hand knotted in a high-
low textural mix of premium wool and Silkette yearns. It has zero 
pile and plush qualities for a luxurious look and feel.
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The Atelier collection features unique abstract-shaped rugs 
featuring modern color palettes for a luxe modern rug collection. 
Hand knotted using a blend of premium wool and Silkette yarns, 
these rugs offer several decorative looks from modern sleek to 
boho chic. 

Karastan Rugs
C-312
Chilcott Meadowbrook by the Drew & Jonathan Home Collec-
tion features a geometric design. This rug can be used indoors 
and in covered outdoor spaces. Available sizes range from 
2.5x6 to 10x13.

Natco
A-452
With color palettes heavily inspired by calming neutrals and 
earth tones to help balance inside and outside surroundings, 
the company has launched two new rugs, Adore and Ston-
ington. 

The company is also taking advantage of its high-resolution 
print as it steps into bolder designs and unlimited uses of color 
with its Velveteen Washable Rug and Floor Décor Vinyl. 

Additionally, it is focused on high performance and solution-
based qualities such as washable, stain resistant, water repellent, 
anti-microbial, anti-fatigue and sustainability. 

Nourison
C-112
From the Prismatic Collection, PRS27 Gray/Seafoam evokes 
a sense of calm with abstract ripples of gray and blue ac-
cented by swirls of gold. This handmade rug is crafted from a 
textured blend of New Zealand wool and silky Luxcelle and is 
also hand carved for an added sense of depth. PRS29 Gold/
Multicolor features shades of golden yellow, orange and burnt 
red with carved accents in this abstract modern rug to display 
the nuanced colors of dawn. It is handmade from a blend of 
New Zealand wool and silky Luxcelle. 

Oriental Weavers
C-395
The Lucca collection is cross-woven on an Axminster loom us-
ing space-dyed wool and nylon and is accented with a fringe. 
The rug features trend forward colorations of vibrant shades of 
pink and blue balanced by neutral tones and traditional colors 
of red, gold and green.

The Easton collection features a high/low textured construc-
tion with contrasting matte and shiny yarns. Comfortable yet 
modern, this collection showcases organic abstracts, active sol-
ids and textured traditionals in shades of blues and grays. Easton 
is power loomed of polypropylene and polyester. 
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The Cyprus collection showcases sophisticated designs 
ranging from traditional Persian and tilework to abstract and geo-
metric looks. Power loomed of 100% polypropylene; this collec-
tion boasts multi-colored yarns in a versatile color palette. Cyprus 
is easy to clean making it suitable for high traffic areas both in-
doors and out.

The Roger Thomas Collection
A-153
The Alexander Rug’s charcoal on white pallet and its inset pin-
wheel border design offers a dramatic effect. Made of 100% 
hand-tufted wool with a cut-and-pile Greek Key pattern, this 
rug is available in seven sizes ranging from 5x8 to 12x18.

Studio A Home
A-153
The Fuse Rug blends the esthetics of kilim rug design with 
modern comfort of a viscose and cotton construction blend. 
Available by special order only, the Fuse rug can be ordered in 
seven sizes ranging from 5x8 to 12x18. 

Based on original artwork by Creative Director George Sellers 
and designer Ely Sellers, this rug is digitally printed on bamboo silk 
with a cotton construction blend. Available by special order only, 
the Passage Rug can be ordered in seven sizes ranging from 5x8 
to 12x18.

Sunpan
B-700
Outdoor by Sunpan combines high quality materials and in-
tricate textures such as natural teak, wicker, powder-coated 
aluminum, stainless steel, sunproof performance fabrics and 
concrete. All weather rugs crafted from recycled Pet yarn have 
recently been added to the company’s growing collection of 
outdoor dining and lounge.

Unique Loom
B-424
The Highbury collection area rugs offer a romantic design with 
elegant and ornate subdued hues. 

The Deepa collection features rich hues of gemstone colors 
with an array of patterns. From stripes or geometric designs to 
abstract patterns and colors, this collection has a classic over-
dyed and distressed look.

The English Manor Collection reimagines the classic farm-
house motif with its naturally inspired pieces in neutral palettes. 
Each piece is meant to add warmth to the home and is 100% 
hand-knotted wool.  
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